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SPEECH,BY THE PREMIER, MR DUNSTAN. AT WINS BUSHING FESTIVAL 
' PROMOTION ~~ I : ' 1 7 . 9 . 7 3 
MR HARDY,- LADIES AND GENTLEMEN; 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR ASKING ME TO' JOIN YOU TODAY FOR 
THE' PROMOTION FOR THE NEW WINE BUSHING FESTIVAL. 
LIKE THE WINES I T WILL CELEBRATE, THE FESTIVAL ALREADY 
SHOWS EVERY INDICATION OF BEING A PLEASANT, HIGH QUALITY'PRODUCT 
AND POPULAR WITH DOMESTIC, INTERSTATE AND OVERSEAS CONSUMERS. 
IT WILL UNDOUBTEDLY BRING THE'PRODUCTS' OF THE SOUTHERN 
VINEYARDS STILL WIDER RECOGNITION (THOUGH TO THOSE OF US WHO 
ALREADY KNOW THESE ADMIRABLE DROPS THAT MAY PROVE A MIXED BLESSING) 
AND WILL FURTHER ENHANCE SOUTH AUSTRALIA'S REPUTATION AS THE 
FESTIVAL STATE OF AUSTRALIA.-
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THE WINE BUSHING FESTIVAL WON'T COMPETE WITH SUCH 
ESTABLISHED VENTURES AS THE ADELAIDE ARTS, BAROSSA. VINTAGE, 
CORNISH, SCHUETZENFEST AND. TUNARAMA FESTIVALS. IT SUPPLEMENTS 
AND COMPLEMENTS THEN AND PiiOVI.: i S YET ANOTHER REASON FOR A 
HOLIDAY I N SOUTH AUSTRALIA. 
. I THINK, TOO, THAT I T ' S VERY APPROPRIATE .THAT TODAY -
THE START OF TOURIST DEVELOPMENT WEEK WITH ITS THEME OF 
AUSTRALIA'S HISTORIC HERITAGE - SHOULD HAVE BEEN CHOSEN FOR 
THIS PROMOTION. 
THE SOUTHERN VINEYARDS CRADLED, TOGETHER WITH THE 
ADELAIDE.PLAINS, SOUTH AUSTRALIA'S FIRST VINEYARDS SHORTLY 
AFTER THE COLONY'S FOUNDING SO THAT, WHILE THE FESTIVAL ITSELF 
M Y BE NEW, IT MARKS A LONG HISTORY. 
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